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CONCLUSIONS 

In many quarters of the Mus'im world a strong momentum exists 

to reassert Islamic principles in social, economic and political 

spheres. This momentum of tell involves a quest for a new Islamic 

identity, which may includ-: r l~definition of traditional Islamic 

institutions and application of \s:1mic Laws. 

Countries like Pakistan, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia Indonesia, 

Banglade~h and Iran are grappling with the exigencies of 

industrial expansion and ecoromic growth in the context of 

international economy. Pakistan, Sudan and Malaysia have begun 

to experiment with the supposedly Islamic mechanisms for 

raising, managing and distributing resources. Other countries 

like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Libya and Iran claim that they are 

already operating the Islamic system, but a well articulated 

explanation of what Islamic econo'l1ic management is, is yet to 

be given. Along with this, these ~tates are facing increasing 

demands for political participltion by their respective 

populations. 

The reality 0f pre-modern Muslim politics - of Caiiphate, 

Sultanate. of dynastic and tri0al solidarity of the Millat system 

(the communal organization of society along religious 

boundaries ) and the communal law 'changed long ago In many 
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Muslim lands and the medieval Muslim SCiences, literature and 

education that su.>taiaec traditional Islam have by and large 

fallen into disuse at lea s t among the modernized sections of 

Muslim ' society which long ago replaced the traditional 

administrators and generals who along with ulemas (Scholars of 

traditional Islamic Sciences) once played the role of elite's in the 

Muslim societies. 

During the past quarter century, numerous political developments 

across th~ Muslim world have dramatically pointed to Islamic 

reassertion of Islam's political culture. ' 1 he success and 

resilience of the Islamic rev01ution in Iran, the fierce and long 

Afghan resistance , popularly known as . Jihad ', against the 

Russian controlled government in Afghanistan, the devastating 

stri fe between the secular mi I i tary government and the Islamic 

popular oppusition in Algeria us well as progressive revival of 

some traditional Islamic laws In Pakistan, Egypt and Malaysia 

are testimonials to the resilience of IsL.lmic poiitical sentiment 

and the resurgence of its political values in these modern tim~s. 

The currer.t lesurgence of Islam is far from monolithic .It has 

theological. cultural, as well as political dimensions and political 

ideas and \'alues associated with it are enorrnously diverse l
. In 

the popular media most Islamic socio-political developments are 

frequently attributed to " Islamic fundamentalism". In many 

journalistic writings this term i: ill defined and its use often 

indiscriminate. 
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The reckless use of the term in popular media usually presents a 

simplistic view of contemporary Islam!c ideas and masks the 

important diversity in values and attitudes among contemporary 

Muslims. Most seriously in some political commentaries such an 

indiscriminate use of the word c'oes not just obstruct a correct 

understanding of contemporary Islam, it leads to a distortion of 

reality and reinforces sensationalism. 1 The fact is that, even 

without its current popular misuse this term is an unhappy choice 

for labeling what one seeks to identify in Islamic context though 

the term call be reasonably emplo/ed to designate a parallel 

development in Islamic religion. Basiczlly what distinguishes 

fundamentalism from liberalism is mainly the understanding of 

Islamic social and political values . 

Disagreement on theological matters like the nature of God, the 

nature of prophecy, Quran as the revealed Message of God, is 

rare. Discussions of theological issues i~ minimal specifically 

among twentieth century Muslims their major pre-occupation 

being first the struggle for inuependence from European 

colonization and secondly facing the problems of nation-building 

which has directed their energies mostly into political and 

ideological rather than theological matters. 

The political and ideological debates among contemporary 

Muslims mainly reflect their quest to understand and resolve the 

socio-political problems that the Muslim societies have been 

facing which point towards reaffirmatio'1 of traditional elements 

of Islam's political culture while at the same time producing 
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some Islamic political ideas that are essentially new, thereby 

leading to difficulties when traditional Islamic terms are 

employed to describe new ideas. To understand the true nature, 

values, meaning of Islam, its culture and attitudes and its 

relation to moderTlity vanous Muslim countries and their 

ideologically based political systems have to be studied so that a 

comparison can be made and those attitudes and values can be 

identified for which Islamic support is claimed . These attitudes 

can be national, self-identity, political systems, economic end 

social order. Such an analysis is required because Muslims 

generally do not look at social and e(~onomic issues from what 

we may call a purely secular angle. Their perspective of such 

issues is usually faith orient r: o. There is in most cases, an 

unexpressed 'l{~estion whether the proposed solution to an issue 

is consistent with Islamic faith percept and practices.) 

In Pakistan, Islam played a definite role during its formation as 

well as after its establishment , in its progress and development. 

Though many attempts have been made since 1947 till the 

present to establish a political system representative of its 

Muslim popUlation. the issue of s:cularization and Islamization 

is far from !:ettled Pakistan has had constitutions which upheld 

government31 and legal institutions not specifically totady 

Islamic whe~e liberalism, toppeo a reformist agenda . Such issues 

in Pakistan's political and constitutional history have been 

characterized by increasing challenges by Is lamic activists and 

intellectua!s and terms like "Republ:c" had to be substituted by 
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the notions of "Islamic Republic" or "1£lamic State". The 

controversy between Islamists and Secularists over both the 

character and' desirability of the Islamic state ensued much 

before 1960's. The concept of Islamic state has dominated 

religio-political thinking in Pakistan ever since its creation in 

1947. It was the first major ideological issue which engaged the 

attention of great many Pakistanis. From 1949 when the first 

Indo-Pak war over Kflshmir ended to March 1956, wht!n the first 

constitution was passed by its National assembly, this issue was 

debated 'n the newspapers, columns and magazine articles and 

became a central theme of numerous political speeches at 

political platforms. After the military coup d'etat of 1958 

General Ayub Khan's government imposed martial law in the 

country, abrogated the constitution and dropped the Islamic 

Republic from the nomenclature of Pakistan thus signaling a 

rejection of Islamic commitment but as soon as the martial law 

was eased the debate about the secular and Islamic nature of t.he 

Pakistan re-emerged, In the seventies the popular discourse 

favored the use of such terms as "Nizam-I-!slam" or "Nizam-I

Mustafa" both closely link.ed with the concept of Islamic state. In 

Pakistan the desirability and nature of tht! Islamic State has 

covered several political topics and four of them have engaged 

most attention 

I. The functi 'Jr.s of the state 

') Democratic ' / ol'l('S 

3. The character and form of government 
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4. The law and legislativn 

The topologies commonly employed to characterize these 

political orientations, whether In favor or against include 

progress! ve and reactionary. liberal and total i tarian, liberal and 

conservative, orthodox and ft.;ndamentalists but all these are true 

of western political systems. The distinguishing criteria for 

attitudes in Muslim societies are termed as political secularists 

and political lslamists. Political secularists exclud", Islam as 

irrelevant to o r undesirable in .;tatecraft. Political Islamists 

believe that Islam makes some political demands on them and 

would therefore like to pur,ue Islamic political teachings in 

matters of statecraft. The modernists can be described as those 

who would like to r~interpret Islamic tenets particularly its legal 

rules thereby granti ng val idity by ljtehad (reasoning to 

determine ~pecific Islamic laws) hence claiming to go back to the 

Quran and Sunnah they actu~lly seek to revive the bulk of 

medieval I.damic law, a large part of which were derived from 

Muslim jurists more than a century after Prophet's death 

(PUSH). In Pakistan Modernist's and Islamists have both 

influenced the constitutional and political development thereby 

affecting lhe process of Islamization. 

The Pakistan movement mobilized the Musl.lr. masses In the 

name of Islam under the charismatic leadf'rship of Jinnah 

although t,e colonial state in its pristine form did not provide 

any role for either ideology or charisma . The Two-Nation the.:Jry 

was the most comprehensive indicator of Muslim nationalism in 
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India where the Islamic ideology was seen to manifest its 

tremendous mobilizing fo:ce. This approach Hegemonies Islamic 

ideology, so to say, from explaining political process in terms of 

the pursuit of a normocrati: ideal for a universal social order4
, 

Both the ends' and mean; of this movement can be defined, only 

with reference to the predominant concerns of political actor 

themselves who responded to the prevalent constitutional 

opportunities and depended on deology for general mobilization 

in pursuit of their interests. In McDough's words: 

"What religion does is to provide a number of 

options which are likely to move believers if these 

are stressed, political leaders then selected what 

seems appropriate at a given time"s. 

From the politics of constitutior,al safeguards the Muslim 

leadership moved on to a defining role In a more comprehensive 

way, The rising influence of Pan-Islamism during and aft~r the 

Khilafat movement affected a certain fusion of religion and 

politics in the Muslim community and Allama Iqbal explained 

the Muslim position in his address delivered to All Illdia Muslim 

League at Allahabad in 1930: 

The units of Indian society are not territorial as in 

European countries. India is a continent of human 

groups be longing to different races, spe.aking 

different languages and professing different 

rei igions ......... Tile principle of European 
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democracy cannot be applied to India without 

recognizing the fact of communal groups." 

Allama lqbal proposed the formation of a separate North-West 

Indian ' Mu5lim state comprising Punjab, Sindh, NWFP and 

Baluchistan 7. He tried to arrange the Hindu fears by saying that 

it would n(,t mean "The introduction of a kind of religious rule"g, 

instead it would mean "for Islam an opportunity to rid itself of 

the stamp that Araoir;n imperialism was forced to give it".') 

The Muslir.l League thus produced new patterns of interaction of 

Islamic ideology and politics. Thus the Two-Nation theory 

emerged as an ideological manifestation of a tangibie move to 

establish constitutional majority of Muslims In a separate 

homeland. lt now represented the big ideological thrust of the 

Muslim miJlority provinc ·~s in to Muslim majority provinces led 

by such groups such as Aligarh students. The ideological 

synthesis of the urban based intellectuals and Ulema, who 

largely represented the scriptural Islam, gave way to the popular 

Islam of Sufis and Pirs. As the Pakistan movement gained 

momentum the fundamentalist Ulema of lamaat-i-Islami and 

lamiat-ul-ulema Hind condemned it and termed the Muslim 

league as un-Islamic. But later, many of then joined hands with 

the Muslim league thus becoming an in-built pressure group 

within the Pakistan movement for Islamization of polity The 

Two-Nation theory became the focus of many shades of Muslim 

political activity and linnah proudly claimed: 
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"We are nation with our owr. distinctive culture and 

civilization, language and literature, art and 

architecture, names and nomenclature, sense of value 

and proportions , legal laws and moral codes, 

customs and calendar, history and tradition, 

aptitudes and ambitions, in short we have our own 

distinctive olltlook on life and of life. By all cannons 

of international law we arc a nation". 

The first I I years of independence were crucial to molding 

Pakistan's political, ideological and in5titutional profile and it 

failed to introduce e"~n a formal democracy with periodic free 

and fair elections. The absenc~ of a central-state apparatus and 

Pakistan's threat perception entailing diversion of scarce 

resources from the provinces towards defense efforts as well as 

the absence of stable consensus-based political culture leading to 

national harmony, the political machinery was handed over to the 

governors and the bureaucrats. Liaquat Ali Khan's mysterious 

assassination left the bureaucracy In ;ol.al command. The 

bureaucratic-military elite pursued centraliz~d and authoritarian 

governance, changed federal and provincial governments and 

excluded thcse who questioned their political management. 

Pakistan deliberately and systematically adopted regional 

disparities. Major constitutional connicts arose largely on the 

question of representatio .l in the legislatl.re and demographic 

balance favored East Pakistan in any democratic framework. 

Economic policy under West Pakistan civil servants led 
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industrialization in East Pakistan far behind. The Bengalis often 

displayed their resentment towards Punjabi domination in civil 

services and the army, which soon affected Pathan, Baloch and 

Sindhi ethnic boundaries. In the wake of ethnic conflicts the 

orthodox and the conservative Islamic parties, most of which lost 

their credibi ity during the last phase of independence movement 

due to their refusal to endorse the Muslim league's demand fOI 

Pakistan, fOllnd the confusion in Pakistan's political scene 

suitable 4 to stage a comeback by demanding the establishment of 

an Islamic sate on conservative lines. Hence many difficulties 

arose in integrating together linguistically arid culturally diverse 

constituent units. 

The post Liaquat era under Ghulam Mohammed marked the 

second phase'! of bureaucratic ascendancy where emerging power 

of bureaucrats openly played a political role and manipulated 

politician~ to suit their purpose reaching its highest form under 

Gen. Iskander Mirza. Side by side with this, Pakistan's stance of 

giving highest priority to attainment of a favorable military 

balance vis-a-vis India and its plr.ce In tbe geo-strategic 

environment of the regIOn and the world added to the 

complexities underlying and affecting its constitutional and 

political progress . In the early post-independence years when 

Britain was still the most influential foreign power In South 

Asia, Pakistan's quest for a western alliance remained 

unfulfilled. Though Britain was eager to recruit Pakistan as an 

ally, it rejected the Pakistani alliance directeJ not only against 
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the communist bloc but also India. The breakthrough came when 

the US took over from Britain the "responsibility' of defending 

the Asian rim-land. US also insisted that alliance should also be 

directed. against the communist powers but it also offered 
/ . 

massive military and tconomic aid to its ailies and Pakistan 

seized the opportunity to buildup its military potential against 

India. The Sino-Indiall war 1962 transformed Pakistan's security 

environment and when American military supplies to the two 

South Asian countries w(!re cut off, Pakistan turned to China as a 

countervailing power establishing a Sino-Pakistani partnership 

directed against India. Th<.: end of the decade saw a 

transformation of the global stt :l tegic environment when the US 

decided to seek and detente with China to turn the balance 

against the Soviet Union, Islamabad's ties with Beijing became a 

valuable asset in search of close relations with the US. The result 

was Nixon', famous 'tilt' during the 1971 Indo-Pak war which 

turned out to be Washington's pas~ing phase. The year 1979 

however is marked by developments leading to leading to a new 

clandestine US- Pakistan Ilndetstanding by the fall of Shah of 

Iran and S,wiet invasion of Afghanistan. For the next decade 

Pakistan as a 'front line ally' of the US used its position to 

advance its nuclear and conventional military potential. The 

Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan and the end of the cold war 

opened a n~w chapter in post world war II diplomatic history. In 

a world where US emerged as the sole super power, alliances· 

started giving way to episodic US led 'coalitio!1s of the willing' 

designed to cope with a specific threat where participants may be 
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rewarded and durable ties dependant not on membership of 

alliances or pacts but on economic illterdepend~nce, buttressed 

by close civil society interlinks based on commo;! political, 

social and cultural values. Pakistan is ill prepared for forging 

such durable relationships. The obsessive preoccupation with the 

military factor has severely retarded the country's political, 

economic and social development The growth of democratic 

institutions has been aborted and economic growth has been 

excessively dependant on uncertain flows while the social fabric 

has been rent asunder by religious, military and drug-trafficking. 

Presently more so and less as in the past, Pakistan has become a 

country of concern in relation to terrorism, non-proliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction, denial of democracy and Human 

Rights and drug trafficking and unless Pakistan carries out 

drastic internal reforms the situation is not likely to improve. 

As one of the mal\y factors affecting the political and 

ideological setup elf Pakistan, economic factors too played an 

important role frem the beginning. After partition the leadership 

of Pakistan did not opt for a straight-forward liberal economy. 

The first five year plan was no more than a dead letter as it did 

not start until 1955 owing ', 0 problems of establishing the new 

state and the political instability following the assassination of 

the Prime-mini ster Liaquat Ali Khan, In 1968 all this changed 

when Gen , Ayub Kh a n who had no time for politicians and their 

intrigues , urrounded himself with competent civil servants, 

young eco1.omists trained In the US and advisors, mainly 
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American graduates from Harvard, concentrated on eCOI'.omiC 

development and the second five year plan (1960-65) was 

unsuccessfully implemented. This phase was short lived after the 

waning influence of Ayub Khan, who suffered from failing 

health; the economy became unstable leading to the fall of the 

regIme in 1969. A new era befan with Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's 

arrival, after dismemberment of Pakistan in 197 I. But Bhutto, by 

abuse of power and dubious mane<Ivering was sent to the gallows 

in April 1979. When in power the economic prospect3 were bleak 

as the state proved inadequate in managing and developing 

enterprises brollght from public sector. The vitally important 

textile industry made slow progress. Since th.ere were waves of 

nationalization betwee:1 197 I and 1976 there was little private

sector investment becau~e no one wanted to innovate for fear of 

being nationalized. Agrarian reforms were also very slow, 

inflation rate became very high and weakness of regImes 

planning became very apparent. A positive aspect to this 

depressing scenario was that the people became more conscious 

of their rights and in Sind farmers dared to confront their 

landlords and in factories workers were less likely to tolerate 

exploitation although it was obvious that so.::ialism could be as 

corrupt as capitalism. In 1977, after trouble in the country as an 

aftermath of rigged elections Gen. Zia-ul-Haq took over power in 

July to remain in office for cleven years. He and his entourage 

were inclined to be pragmatic and the unsatisfactory economic 

condition reinforced this. It was the end of 'Islamic Socialism' 

and there was some denationalization and the country became 
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more open to private investment and foreign trade . Two external 

factors the: Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the boom in the 

Middle East helped to improve the prospects of developments. 

Large jndustry took on a new base of Ii fe; Pakistan stopped 

importing wheat and becam~ an exporter of rice. A GDP data 

confirms Ihis: 

,.. 
GDP GROWTH 

1950-1960 + 3.00 % 2er annum f-. 
1960 - 1970 + 6.77 % per annum r-
1970 - 1980 + 4.84 % per annum 

'-- 1980 - 1990 + 6.24 % per annum 

Source: Economic Survey. Financial Year June-July. 1998 

After 1980 alarm bells sounded from the Finance Ministry and 

the World Bank to reform the Taxation System and reduce 

domestic debt (Between 1980 and 1990 the fiscal deficit stood at 

7 percent of GDP a year - unsuitable over the long term) Nawaz 

Sharif after his election victory prc,mised liberalization, opening 

up, de-regularizat:on, privatization but the process ~eized after 

an encouraging start. Nine years hter, in Dec 1999 Gen. Pervaiz 

Musharraf gave a sobering account of the economy. Domestic, 

economic and political factors had taken their toll and the 

economic future neve, looked so bleak. 

The role of Islam and the pursuit of a fundamentalist ideology 

had affected the struclur'~ of the state apparatus and the success 

of polity. To the secular elite's after Jinnah, the continuity and 

effectiveness of the state and technic~l competence of its public 
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servants were sufficient guarantees of legitimacy thereby leading 

modernist politicians Iskander Mirza, interior minister to declare 

In 1954 .. Religior. and Politics should be kept separate". 

Modernist under the Muslim L<:ague believed that Islam was an 

indispensable ingredient of their political legitimacy but they 

were reluctant to abandon their own political culture, that of 

western style democracy on the British model. They simply 

wanted to seek 131amic legitimacy to their own institutions. To 

this end they drew on an important authority, the poet, 

philosopher and politician Allama Mohammed Iqbal, who was 

himself part of the early 20 '11 century Arab modernist tradition. 

He linked medieval political institutions to those of the modern 

world by mcans of Arab ·;oncept of JJMAH (consensus) which is 

the third source of law after the Quran and Sunnah. (Traditions 

of the Holy Prophet PBUH\ which allows Islam to be adapted to 

historical circumstances . However the definition of consensus is 

a matter for :he Ulemas. For modernists with Iqbal as their head 

the definition of consensus was a matter for much wider elite 

which should interpret public (ninion which could mean elected 

assemblies where consensus would emerge. Finally it was 

explicitly acknowledged that the modern interpretation of · 

Islamic law, which would bl;; t!l·e law of the councry, would be the 

task of the elected Muslim members who would explain the 

consensus of the community and give it the force of law without 

feeling thal they were bound by the letter of medieval Mnslim 

law. In this Pakistan would become an Islamic state and 

assemblies will have Islamic legitimacy. 
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The Ulema had their disagreements but agreed on three points 

I. Supremacy of law revealed by God 

2. They believed that religious ccmmunities should be kept 

separate from non-Muslims 

3. They were suspicious of western democracy and 

multiparty system 

After gre .'lt efforts of Ulemas like Maulan Shabbir Ahmed 

Ansari, Abul Ala Maudl'di, Ihteeshamul Haq Thanvi, Mufti 

Muhammed Shafi,thery were able to set themselves IlP as 

religious exper~s. The Constitution of 1956 was the first 

compromise of the state or the first balancing act between the 

modernist and conservatives. Pakistan was proclaimed an Islamic 

Republic, the declaration of objectives proclaimed the 

sovereignty of Allah, Principles of policy stipulated links with 

other Muslim countries, teaching and research organization 

would help build an Islamic society and a consultative 

commissio'1 on Islamic ideology was to ensure that the laws 

passed by the parliament were in conformity with the Quran and 

Sunnah. But in spirit the Ulemas remained a minority and state 

was to have the final word. Sinr.e these groups could not achieve 

a special position in the state apparatus, they changed themselves 

in to political parties so that they could promote their ideas In 

public. These politic<ll parties which are a unique feature lI1 

Pakistan's political landscape may he minority parties (Jamaat 

Islami, lamiat Ulema Islam, lamiat Ulema Pakistan) but they 
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have an incalculable influence by putting religious overtones to 

their demands so that their 0ppu"1ents will do the same. 

Ayub Khan is known to have escaped this trend. The Presidential 

Ordinanc;e of" 1962 actually dropped the word Islamic from the 

country's title but he had te' reinstate the word by the First 

Constitution Amendrr.ent Bill 1963 under Ulema pressure. His 

secular credentials were confirmed by the Family Law Ordinance 

1961 inviting sharp reaction from the right wing fundamentalists. 

It is noteworthy that Ayub's contempt for the Ulemas and his 

tight grip on the country's affairs kept sectarian controversies at 

bay. He made only the most minimal concessions to the Ulema 

and Pakistan remained a forward looking modern nation. But 

Ayub Khan did not hesitate to USt the. Islamic card as a political 

survival tactic. During 1965 elections he sought the help of the 

orthodox religious groups to issue a "Fatwa" (A ruling by jurist 

on the legality or otherwise of an action) to de-legitimize the 

contesting Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah from president-ship of 

Pakistan on the religious grounds that a woman cannot become 

Head of an Islamic ,tate. For political legitimacy he also , 
cultivated the' Pirs' ane. 'Mashaiks" 

In the late 1960's the Ulema joined widespread agitation against 

Ayub's authoritarian rule probably because they believed that 

only in a democratic environment they could press their case for 

Islamization. As the general election) 970 approached there was· 

clear polarization foc the political right 8.nd left. 
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During YahYil Khan's rule in 1971 the U lemas supported the 

government for the army crackdown in East Pakistan because 

they cons ide red M uj eeb-ur- Re h m an ;0 be secu I ar in orien tation. 

In Ayuo's era, the liberals, under pressure yielded to the 

Islamists lcoby for reasons of expediency and convenience. More 

often than not such effo-ts lacked credibility stemming from an 

opportunistic and often cynical use of religion by those who 

were seen as liberal and secular in conflict. 

Ayub Khan's paternalism wzs replaced by ' Socialism' which in 

fact meant 'populism' by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. He flagrantly and 

deliberately used religion to \/hip up the crowds and praised the 

merits of Islamic socialism that was quickly re-baptized as 

Musawat-/-Muhammadi. More ~rllphasis in the Peoples Party 

program was on Islam. He announced Islamic rdorms, banned 

liquor shops , gambling, horse racing, and night clubs and 

changed the weekly holiday from Sunday to Friday. Ending 

Paki~tan's isol.ation he gave himself international legitimacy in 

the name of Islam by playing a dominant role in the Islamic 

Conference organization, the Muslim countries federal body, 

summoning it to meet in Pakistan. The out bidding tactics of the 

religious parties which criticized his nationalization policy on 

behalf of the wealthy gradually drew him in to the terrain of laws 

and constitution and paradoxically it led him to change the 

compromise not in a modernizing. direction as Ayub Khan had 

done but in the direction of fundamentalism. He drew a line 

between the Muslims and non-Muslims by declaring the Ahmedis 
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non-Muslims thereby lowering their constitutional status He was 

cornered by a right wing coalitioll (PNA), which he believed 

would defeat him in 1977 elections, dt!clared that the law of the 

countrY ,was Shariah law which meant that tit will cover every 

domain that is codified in medieval Islamic law. He soon found 

himself in a legislative, political, and constitutional impasse till 

he was overthrown by another military leadership in July 1977 

Gen. Zia-:JI-Haq who is usually held uniquely responsible for 

Islamization of Pakistan's legal system restored matters by 

setting limits on the Islamization of the country. He used Islam 

as a legitimization strategy for the consolidation of his autocratic 

military rule In ,,11 unprecedented manner and therefore 

cultivated and strengthened Islamists elements most vigorously. 

As a conservative nnd a Jamaat-i-Islami sympathizer he may 

have harbored fundamentalist convictions but he was by no 

means fanatical. In fact he was coolly reasonable. The decrees 

promulgated in his time actually place very strict limits on the 

application of the Shariah confining it to a few prominent 

domains of criminal law. The ~leting out of Islamic punishments: 

stoning to neath or whipping for adultery, amputation for theft, 

whipping fer the use of intoxicants, prison or death penalt) for 

blasphemy. As for criminal proceedings only the rules of 

evidence were changed whik another decree introduced two 

canonical reiigious taxes, Zakal and Ushr. The decrees covered 

only a part 0f the legal systelT'. I I affect Z:a had established a 

dual syst.em of Anglo-Indian-type modernist law where Islamic 
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law was relegated to a minor role. Gen. Zia came with a Islamic 

agenda and political expediency also demanded that he take a 

position diametrically opposed to the one taken by his military 

precursors Gen. Ayub and Gen. Yahya Khan. Zia also brought an 

alliance of sorts betwccn the military and the Islam Pasand 

(favoring) parties. Mian Tufail Ahmed, the Amir of Jamaat-i

Islami wa~ Gen. Zia's uncle who openly said that this (Zia's era) 

was a golden era for the establishp",ent of Islamic system which 

should never be allowed to go un-availed of. The war theatre in 

Afghanistan provided an even better opportunity for this alliance 

as the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) and the lSI (Inter 

Service Intelligence) trained thousands of Pakistani and Arab 

volunteers to become diehard Jihadis, an amalgam of both 

homicidal and suicidal tendencies and viciousness . 

. Zia also lIsed Islam as an instrument of foreign policy to 

strengthen Pakistan's relations with Muslim countries. The trend 

of fundamentalists neo-totalitarian Muslim movements which is 

contrary to the political, cultural and historical traditions of the 

Muslim majority, included Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab 

world, Jamaat7i-13lami in Pakistan, Sharekat Islam in Indonesia 

and Islamic Government of post revolutionary Iran, all had their 

impact on Pakistan ' s foreign policy although none of these 

movements succeeded in attracting the majority of workers, 

peasants and intelligentsia. Zia's significant objective of 

Islamization was concurrent with the Soviet military intervention 

in Afghanistan in 1979 as the Soviet Union was depicted as 
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"Islam In Danger". The interest of the US and Pakistan 

converged as the US wanted to wage a proxy war with the Soviet 

Union via Pakistan and the Afghan conflict militarized Pakistani 

society -, Zia's exploitation of Islam may have produced revulsion 

among many but the Is!amists appetite grew and Pakistan is 

paying the price now for the fundamentalist pcdicies it had 

pursued. Religious schools 3ponsored by politico-religiou~ 

parties of the purist Deobandl-Wf-abi sects continued to spread in 

an unregulated manner and became breeding grounds for 

sectarian hatred and intolerance. Emerging reality of Shia-Sunni 

conflict is sweeping Pakistan now as all major religious groups 

have their private mil itias. 

The advance of religious legislation can partly be explained by 

the lingering effects of Bhlltto's and Zia's Islamization po;icy. 

They started a process which went on after they were gone and 

some of the institutions (Islamic COllrtS) they had made 

continued to have effect. Benazir Rhutto In t~.e face of assertion 

of the orthodox section in her T'·oika government could not 

completely do away with Zia's Isli..mization legacy. Thus in 1989 

a modified version of the 1985 S'1ariat Bill was passed but it 

lapsed due to the dissolution of the assemblies in 1990.Due to 

her political vulnerability she could not repeal the anti-women 

Hudood laws. The Qisas and Diyar ordinance in 1990 was 

introduced on the basis of introduction of medieval models. 

Nawaz Shar : f sought to start where Zia had left and a Shariah act 

which Zia had not managed to push through was voted in 1991. 
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The most effective mea;ure was the 1991 amendment to the 1986 

Blasphemy law which was used against the minorities . 

Discrimin3tory institutionalization of religion has brought in its 

wake pql.iticization and radicalization 'Jf sectarian divides which 

have now become the basic ingredient of polici!s in Pakistan. In 

face of imm;nent economic .:ollapse and growing sectarianism 

Nawaz Sharii'. like his predecessors, used the Islamic card for his 

survival by declaration of the Shariah as the Supreme Law by the 

15 th Constitutional Amendment (1998). This would have pushed 

the country in to a dangeroLis form of religious dictatorship. 

Despite the increasing pressure form the men of religion the 

periodic references to the Supremacy of the Shariah has not lee! 

to the widening of its application. Islam's role in Pakistan's 

institutions and policies may attract a 10, of political attention 

but it is still limited and the state still has its last 1Y0rd. 

When we have the case st'ldy of Pakistan in the process of 

Islamization during the period of infancy up to time when it was 

given the most comprehensi"e outlook (Gen . Zia's penod) we 

find that there always has been cross currents and oppOSIng 

interests which need to be ic.entified. They have played a 

decisive role in molding the policy whether towards Islam 

genuinely or in just a superficial way 

1) An obscura.1tist version of Islam versus modernity 

2) The narrow thrust towards a unitary state as against 

broader federalism 

3) A monolithic Pakistan ideology versus ethnic aspirations 
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